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TSReader Professional Mar 22, 2007 TSReader Lite TSReader Pro. TSReader is a transport stream analyzer, decoder, recorder and stream manipulator for MPEG-2 systems. Free for non-commercial use! This version includes a utility to change volume levels, from 0 - 100%. Oct 26, 2007 TSReader Lite  TsReader Lite does not include the "Camera Fit" application. You need an H.265 decoder for this to work. You need the TSReader Lite application to be used in conjunction with a H.265 decoder. Version 2.0 of H.265 decoder for Windows will be released soon. Includes a utility to change volume levels from 0-100%. Pro TSReader Pro. TSReader is a transport stream analyzer, decoder, recorder and stream manipulator for MPEG-2 systems. Professional version of Tsreader Lite. Version 2.0 of the H.265 decoder for Windows will be released soon. Includes a utility to change volume
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Tsreader Pro

R2: Added TSReader GUI. Tsreader Lite R2: Added DVB/ISDB* bitmask selection module. Added parameter handling for parameter switching. Added parameter sorting functionality. . Allow preset parameters to be sorted. The PID is then rendered at the top.
TSReader now supports more PIDs. See . A different PID can be selected by the same PIDFILTER switch (such as 0x0012 for EIT) . Nov 1, 2006 TsReader Lite TSReader Pro Application Description: TsReader allows for easy and reliable MPEG-2 Transport

Stream analysis. The program mainly allows for the following functions in a user friendly way: Decode any MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS) in one or two threads. Extract the PSI frames from the MPEG-2 TS. Synchronize the PSI frames to any RST_PID frame to
create an MPEG-2 compatible stream file. Display any set of PID fields in any order, display or sort the PID fields using up to 5 PID parameters (PID, . Help to find and display the PID . Generate an audio stream and select the audio format. Generate a video
stream and select the video format. As well as being able to decode the audio and video streams. Create text files for any PID fields including PID and description. The program also features a GUI and an installer to make it very easy to install and use. What's

more, the program supports the following PID FILTER switches: - + -p Starts the PID FILTER application for one PID. Use the PIDFILTER application to filter the set selected PID to a different PID, e.g. if: - + -p fd:1024 the PID: 1024 file descriptor
PIDFILTER application is applied. Afterwards PIDFILTER switches are applied using -F. The PIDFILTER application can be exited from the PIDFILTER menu with the "Exit" item. Once again, the PIDFILTER application allows for many different types of

PID switching. Of course, like all software of its kind, there is a learning curve associated with using it. Changes in Version 1.9: - + -s Starts the PIDSORT application for one PID. Use the PIDSORT application to sort the set selected PIDs. Afterwards PID
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